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[the perfect holiday for two]

Wellness & Spa on 1,800 m2
Pertisau am Achensee/Tyrol
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[the perfect holiday for two]
Enjoy even more spa relaxation in the Kristall!
Let's celebrate! Winter in Tyrol is a dream in itself. But
from 2012, there is now a new outstanding highlight:
during your holiday in the Kristall, you can unwind and
indulge yourself in our new Wellness Alm, a wellness &
spa oasis with a total area of 1,800 m²!
This is the perfect time to reserve your stay in our small,
luxury spa hotel located at the beautiful Achensee.
Situated in the sunniest spot in Pertisau, with a refreshingly
warm welcome – and with attractive Kristall package
offers. There is surely no better way to relax in the coming
winter and spring!
Simply enjoy – everything! The warm atmosphere,
heavenly rooms & suites, exquisite culinary delights and
naturally the extra activity programme and service that we
offer all-year round as a certified Wanderhotel …
Whether you want to enjoy a sunny winter break or a
bright start into spring in the Tyrolean mountains:
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We look forward to welcoming you!
Adi Rieser and the entire Kristall team
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The Kristall offers plenty to look forward to...

[7 winter reasons to stay at the
Kristall]
You will love your holiday with us,
•	… because our small, luxury 4-star hotel is in a
wonderful location: in the sunniest spot in Pertisau,
and only five minutes on foot from the Achensee.
•	… because spa relaxation will take on a new
dimension from winter 2012: you can unwind in our
1,800 m2 spa and refresh your body and soul with a
wide range of exclusive beauty treatments.
•	… because since 2012, the Kristall is the first and
only "Wanderhotel" at the Achensee – a certified walking
and hiking hotel with a fantastic activity programme
all-year round.
• 	… because the Karwendel Alpine Park is right in front
of the doorstep: 150 km of perfectly prepared crosscountry skiing tracks, 45 km of winter walking paths
and beautiful runs down into the valley for downhill
skiers!
• 	… because you can relax in comfortable and elegant
rooms & suites – also under a romantic starry sky if
you wish.
• 	… because our chefs spare no effort in preparing
outstanding culinary delights for you and will naturally
also take into account special dietary requirements.
• 	… and because our renowned warm welcome
remains unchanged in spite of all the new exciting
developments!
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[Kristall spa]

[Kristall Wellness Alm]

[1] Beauty & spa reception
[2] Salt cleansing steam room
[3] Summer meadow laconium
[4] Infra-red cabin
[5] Finnish sauna made of old Tyrolean timber
[6] Swiss pine bio-sauna
[7] Cloud 7 relaxation lounge
[8] Quiet room with water beds
[9] Kneipp shower experience with ice fountain
[10] Kristall spa suite
[11] Swiss pine spa suite
[12] Lady spa suite
[13] Gentlemen's spa suite
[14] Shiatsu
[15] Indoor pool with jet stream
[16] Quiet room
[17] Outdoor swimming pool (summer)
[18] Panorama fitness room with high-tech cardio

[20] Floating in salt water bath
[21] Private spa suite for two "Romeo & Juliet"
[22] Rasul cabin
[23] Himalayan salt sauna
[24] Herbal sauna
[25] Outdoor whirlpool
[26] Swimming pond
[27] Finnish outdoor sauna
[28] Quiet Alm with open fire

training equipment
[19] Solarium

28
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[New Kristall Spa Oasis]
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[Finnish sauna made of old Tyrolean timber]

[7]

[Infra-red cabin]

[Indoor swimming pool]

[Swiss pine bio-sauna]

[Shower experience]

[Salt steam room]

[Summer meadow laconium]
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[Spa impressions]
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[Heavenly NEW relaxation
facilities]

[Cloud 7 relaxation lounge]

Seeing these pictures, do you not also feel that it
is time to treat yourself and refresh your body and
soul? In the beautiful new rooms of the Wellness
Alm, you can now take advantage of additional
spa treatments: whether floating in the stone grotto,
bathing rituals in the Rasul bath or treatments for
two in the new, generous private spa suite – we
recommend that you already reserve your personal
spa highlight before your holiday…

[Lady spa suite]

[Kristall Spa]
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[Kristall inclusive services]

[Our inclusive relaxation
benefits for you!]
• Welcome cocktail 

• 	Kristall luxury ¾ board: Fine food from morning
to evening – culinary highlights for every gourmet
[see page 17]
• Music and dance programme 4x per week
• 	Top-quality bodycare products from Styx in your
room
• Snowshoe hikes 3x per week
• Winter walk 1x per week
• 	Sledging 1x per week
(as weather conditions permit)
• 	Free daily use of the 1,800 m² spa oasis
• 	In winter: Free use of the public ski shuttle bus















NEW: Snowshoes, poles and sledges –
we loan you the equipment for the
extensive activity programme free of charge!
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[Kristall wellness & spa facilities]
"Relaxation included" - in the Kristall, this takes on a
completely new dimension from winter 2012.
The new Wellness Alm means that our spa can
now be enjoyed with a total area of 1,800 m²!
A harmonious spa paradise designed using wood
and natural stone, with a stunning view of the
Karwendel mountains all-inclusive …
• 	NEW Herbal sauna, Himalayan salt sauna,
Finnish outdoor sauna with infusions for body
and spirit – to complement our existing luxurious
Tyrolean spa with Finnish sauna, Swiss pine biosauna, summer meadow laconium and crystal
grotto
•	NEW "Quiet Alm“ with open fire – as an
alternative to our Cloud 7 relaxation lounge,
quiet room with water beds and panorama
relaxation room
• 	Indoor swimming pool with a temperature of
29 °C and jet stream
• NEW Outdoor whirlpool
• 	Panorama fitness room with high-tech cardio
training equipment
• Loan towelling bathrobe & bath slippers
• Loan spa bag with sauna towels
• Fruit and fresh spring water













• My holiday booked
		





from ………………
to ………………

[…Relaxation included!]
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[Romantic suite]

[Achensee suite]

[Kristall suite]

[Alpin de Luxe suite]
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[Kristall rooms]
Beautiful rooms for beautiful dreams
Your relaxation is guaranteed!
In our luxury double rooms, the Achensee suite and
the generous Kristall suites, you can experience and
enjoy stylish and homely comfort.
Pleasant colour schemes and natural materials:
the tasteful interior in a light Alpine timber design
creates an elegant and refined atmosphere.
Here you can unwind and relax: every room and
every suite provides a warm welcome in a quite
individual way ...
Enjoy a romantic stay away from it all in the Kristall.
A place to spend quality time with each other – for
example, under the starry sky in the new Romantic
suites!
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[Restaurant rooms]

[Panorama restaurant]
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[Notburgastube]

[Turmstube]

[Weinstube]

[Panorama restaurant]
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[Excellent cuisine]

[Buffet area]
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[Culinary highlights in the
Kristall]
Healthy & fresh food, with both refined and savoury
dishes: enjoy the delights from the Kristall kitchen!
We will be pleased to meet any individual dietary
requirements.
[The popular ¾ luxury board]
•	Healthy breakfast buffet until 10.30 a.m. for those
who want to enjoy a lie-in, with freshly pressed
juice, coffee specialities and and a gourmet
choice of breakfast options.
•	Afternoon snack from 2.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
with hearty & sweet regional specialities,
salad buffet & fresh fruit
•	Evening gourmet menu with 4 meal options
ranging from Austrian specialities to light
wholefood dishes
• Daily salad buffet
• Daily gourmet cheese board
• Daily ice buffet
• Italian buffet 1x weekly
• 	Gala dinner with musical accompaniment
1x weekly
• Giant dessert buffet 1x weekly
• 	Elegantly decorated table with candlelight
every day
• Expert advice for high-quality wines
Pleasant musical accompaniment for meals:
• Harp music on Tuesday evening
• Gala music from the Dinner Duo on Thursday
evening
• Bar music with acoustic guitar on Friday evening
• Dance music on Sunday evening
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[Winter action]
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Winter at the Achensee is simply magical:
Winter dreams come true between the beautiful lake
and magical white mountains!

[Enjoy the sunniest side of the Tyrolean
winter!]
In the Kristall, you are actually staying in the
sunniest place in Pertisau. Perfect for winter
sunbathing on our panorama terrace! And in
an ideal place for everything you want from a
wonderful winter holiday.
With cross-country skiing, snowshoe hikes and
winter walks right from the doorstep! As a certified
Wanderhotel, we also offer a fantastic inclusive
activity programme – and will also gladly loan
you snowshoes, poles and sledges free of charge.
The frozen Achensee is perfect for ice skating and
curling. Horse-drawn carriages carry you through
the idyllic Tyrolean winter countryside …
… and naturally: The Karwendel ski region is
located right next to the hotel. With the lifts only
400 m away from the Kristall, you can start skiing
straight away!

[The Kristall ski service package]
[Ski pass service]
Your time on holiday is far too precious to be
spent queuing to buy your ski pass! As a special
Kristall service, just tell us when you arrive at the
reception which ski pass you require, give us the
corresponding amount in cash – and we will take
care of the rest for you. (Please note: a photo is
needed for ski passes with a validity from three
days).

[Ski maintenance service and hire package]
The best possible preconditions for a relaxed skiing
holiday: ski equipment that fits perfectly, attentive
service, optimally prepared skis – with outstanding
value for money. Just tell us what you need and
benefit from our special Kristall conditions!

[Ski school service]
Our in-house ski instructor is available to answer
all your skiing questions every Sunday. You can also
inform yourself about the ski school programme,
discuss the course best suited for your abilities – and
book this directly in the hotel.

[Shuttle service]

[The inclusive Kristall spa package]
Guests who have booked a week package can
enjoy the following for additional relaxation
• 1 wonderfully relaxing partial body massage
(25 min.)
• Floating in our new salt water grotto

The most convenient way to start off on your day
skiing: you can either take your own car (there are
sufficient car parking facilities in every ski region).
Or you can take the free ski bus, which departs
from close to the hotel.
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[Active winter packages: Cross-country …]

[Cross-country skiing weeks in
the Kristall]
The Achental offers guaranteed snow – and is
perfect for cross-country skiing! With 120 kilometres
of immaculately prepared cross-country skiing tracks
for both classic and skating styles, starting directly in
front of the hotel. In fact, cross-country skiers could
not wish for anything more …
The perfect week for advanced skiers and beginners.
• 	7 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• All Kristall inclusive services [see page 10/11]
• 	Six days loan of cross-country skiing equipment
(skis, shoes and poles) or one hour private tuition
to perfect your cross-country skiing style or a spa
treatment voucher worth € 35
• Cross-country skiing pass for 7 days
• 	Possibility of professional ski waxing, excluding
materials, in our ski room
• 	Kristall spa relaxation package with wonderfully
relaxing partial body massage (25 min.) &
floating in our new salt water grotto

[Cross-country skiing package price per person]
[29.11. - 22.12.2012] & [10.03. - 07.04.2013]

[06.01. - 26.01.2013]

Kristall luxury double room 		
Romantic suite 		
Alpin de Luxe suite		
Kristall de Luxe suite		
Achensee suite		

Kristall luxury double room 		
Romantic suite 		
Alpin de Luxe suite		
Kristall de Luxe suite		
Achensee suite		

€ 632
€ 702
€ 737
€ 807
€ 877

[26.01. - 10.03.2013]
€ 660
€ 730
€ 765
€ 835
€ 905

Kristall luxury double room 		
Romantic suite 		
Alpin de Luxe suite		
Kristall de Luxe suite		
Achensee suite		

€ 709
€ 779
€ 814
€ 884
€ 954
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[Active skiing fun – downhill &
spa package]

[… & alpine skiing]

Glide on your skis almost to the door of the Kristall!
Pure skiing enjoyment at the Achensee means
fantastic powder snow, an idyllic mountain
panorama and a perfect holiday hotel with great
inclusive services - also including your ski pass!
• 	7 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• All Kristall inclusive services [see page 10/11]
• 	6-day regional ski pass for 3 ski areas (Karwendel
lifts, Rofan & Christlum)
• 	Possibility of professional ski waxing, excluding
materials, in our ski room
• 	Free use of the Achensee regional ski bus
• 	Kristall spa relaxation package with wonderfully
relaxing partial body massage (25 min.) &
floating in our new salt water grotto

[Skiing package price per person]
[29.11. - 22.12.2012] & [10.03. - 07.04.2013]

[06.01. - 26.01.2013]

Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 749
€ 819
€ 854
€ 924
€ 994

€ 777
€ 847
€ 882
€ 952
€ 1,022

[26.01. - 10.03.2013]
Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 826
€ 896
€ 931
€ 1,001
€ 1,071
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[Kristall holiday packages]
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[Magical Kristall Advent]
[29.11. - 10.03.2013]

Enjoy the special time before Christmas – with skiing
fun and a traditional Advent atmosphere in the
magical winter wonderland at the Achensee! Do you
still remember the wonderful few days leading up to
Christmas as a child?
The lovely smell of cinnamon and baked apples,
crystal-clear air on your skin and pure fun in the
snow …
Allow yourself to experience all the joys of Advent –
in our beautiful Christmas Kristall! Festively
decorated with the enticing smell of home-baked
biscuits, pine twigs and warming punch A wonderful
Advent and Christmas time just like it should be!

• 	7 days accommodation with free upgrade to the
next room category
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• All Kristall inclusive services [see page 10/11]
• 	Kristall spa relaxation package with wonderfully
relaxing partial body massage (25 min.) & floating
in our new salt water grotto

[Advent package prices]
Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 588
€ 588 instead of € 658
€ 658 instead of € 693
€ 693 instead of € 763
€ 763 instead of € 833

[Winter Wonderland –
Christmas in the Kristall]
[17., 18. or 19.12. - 26.12.2012]
[If you arrive on 17. or 18.12, your first night is our
Christmas present to you!]
Winter at its best:
relaxing, joyful and with a splendid festive
accompanying programme!
• 	8 days accommodation in your chosen room
category at the price of 7 days
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• 	24.12. and 25.12. Festive Christmas gala dinner
• 	Home-baked Christmas treats in your room on
arrival
• 	Kristall spa relaxation package with wonderfully
relaxing partial body massage (25 min.) & floating in
our new salt water grotto
• 	Christmas celebration with our guests – we sing
Christmas carols together and every child receives a
small present!
• Possibility of attending Christmas Mass

[Christmas package price per person]
Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 756 instead of € 857
€ 826 instead of € 937
€ 861 instead of € 977
€ 931 instead of € 1,057
€ 1,001 instead of € 1,137
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[Mountain New Year Week]
[between 26.12.2012 - 06.01.2013]
Let the champagne corks pop and celebrate the
New Year with us!
The splendid New Year's Eve celebrations naturally
include a gala dinner and dance music.
• 	7 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• 	Kristall spa relaxation package with wonderfully
relaxing partial body massage (25 min.) &
floating in our new salt water grotto
• 	New Year's Eve Ball with aperitif, live music,
splendid gala dinner and festive midnight
gourmet buffet
• New Year's fortune rocket

[New Year package price per person]
Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 1,029 instead of € 1,128
€ 1,099 instead of € 1,198
€ 1,134 instead of € 1,233
€ 1,204 instead of € 1,303
€ 1,274 instead of € 1,373
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[Winter happiness – short breaks
with maximum relaxation!]
[29.11.2012 - 30.04.2013]
3 or 4 perfect holiday days
Short breaks are ideal to quickly unwind and relax.
Stay with us for either 4 days (and benefit from the
7-day prices!) or 3 days. The included spa bath is
our relaxation gift to you …
• 	3 or 4 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• 	¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• All Kristall inclusive services [see page 10/11]
• 	A relaxing spa bath for two – 60 minutes in the
Romeo & Juliet private spa suite including 1 glass
of sparkling wine

[29.11. - 22.12.2012] &
[10.03. - 30.04.2013]
Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

3 days
€ 292
€ 322
€ 337
€ 367
€ 397

4 days
€ 374
€ 414
€ 434
€ 474
€ 514

[06.01. - 26.01.2013]
Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

3 days
€ 304
€ 334
€ 349
€ 379
€ 409

4 days
€ 390
€ 430
€ 450
€ 490
€ 530

[26.01. - 10.03.2013]
Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

3 days
€ 325
€ 355
€ 370
€ 400
€ 430

4 days
€ 418
€ 458
€ 478
€ 518
€ 558
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[Snow fun & sunshine]
[29.11.2012 - 30.04.2013]
Powder snow in the sunshine. Breathtakingly
beautiful, snow-covered mountains. Clear air.
Heavenly relaxation. Moments of pure happiness …
Those are winter days spent in the Kristall!
• 	7 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• 	¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• All Kristall inclusive services [see page 10/11]
• Romantic horse-drawn sleigh ride
• 	Kristall spa relaxation package with wonderfully
relaxing partial body massage (25 min.) &
floating in our new salt water grotto

[Even more fun in the snow?]
As part of the new winter activity programme, we
loan you snowshoes and poles free of charge!

[Package price per person]
[29.11. - 22.12.2012] & [10.03. - 30.04.2013]

[06.01. - 26.01.2013]

Kristall luxury double room 		
Romantic suite 		
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 626
€ 696
€ 731
€ 801
€ 871

[26.01. - 10.03.2013]
€ 654
€ 724
€ 759
€ 829
€ 899

Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 703
€ 773
€ 808
€ 878
€ 948
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[… and even more holiday packages]
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[Happy Easter]

[Kristall Feel Good Weeks]

[27.03. - 07.04.2013 ]

[29.11.2012 - 30.04.2013]

Eagerly awaited, joyfully welcomed: every year it is a
wonderful experience to discover the first green signs
of spring!

Hiking. Relaxation. Pure indulgence.
Refresh your body and soul in the Kristall:
Feeling good is inclusive here! Your holiday week
includes a spa voucher with a value of € 100 per person
and week. This can be redeemed against spa treatments
in the new Kristall spa oasis …

Enjoy the return of lighter and brighter days with us.
Colourful flowers in the meadows. A splendid new
spring. And bright days in the Kristall – with fresh
colours and the Kristall team ready to spoil you in
every way!
• 	5 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• All Kristall inclusive services [see page 10/11]
• Easter nest with sweet surprises
• 	Kristall spa relaxation package with wonderfully
relaxing partial body massage (25 min.) &
floating in our new salt water grotto

[Easter package price per person]
Kristall luxury double room 			€ 560
Romantic suite
		
€ 610
Alpin de Luxe suite
		
€ 635
Kristall de Luxe suite
		
€ 685
Achensee suite
		
€ 735

• 	7 days accommodation in your chosen room or suite
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• 	Spa voucher with a value of € 100 per person
• For spa treatments of your choice in the Kristall spa
[29.11. - 22.12.2012] & [10.03. - 30.04.2013]

[Feel Good package price per person]
Kristall luxury double room			€
Romantic suite 			
€
Alpin de Luxe suite 			
€
Kristall de Luxe suite			
€
Achensee suite			
€

638
708
743
813
883

[06.01. - 26.01.2013]
Kristall luxury double room			€
Romantic suite 			
€
Alpin de Luxe suite 			
€
Kristall de Luxe suite			
€
Achensee suite			
€

666
736
771
841
911

[26.01. - 10.03.2013]
Kristall luxury double room			€ 715
Romantic suite 			
€ 785
Alpin de Luxe suite 			
€ 820
Kristall de Luxe suite			
€ 939
Achensee suite			
€ 1,009
You save € 50
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[Winter spa relaxation]
[Fit and beautiful]
[29.11.2012 – 30.04.2013]
Take some time out for yourself. Breathe in.
Breathe easily. And feel the relaxation. A refreshing
break that benefits both body and soul: Kristall spa
days and selected spa treatments for that feel-good
feeling from head to toe!

[Fit & beautiful for 3 days]

[Fit & beautiful for 4 days]

[Fit & beautiful for 5 days]

• 	3 days accommodation in your chosen
room category
• ¾ luxury board inclusive
• Facial treatment for ladies or gentlemen
• 	Deluxe full-body peeling with sea salt and oil
mixture
• 	Orange blossom or shale oil bath with relaxing
underwater massage in the Thalasso Royal tub

• 	4 days accommodation in your chosen
room category
• ¾ luxury board inclusive
• Facial treatment for ladies or gentlemen

• 	5 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• ¾ luxury board inclusive
• Facial treatment for ladies or gentlemen
• 	Spa manicure with peeling, pack and relaxing
massage
• 	Body treatment "Water" from Ella Baché with
peeling, bath, "four elements" massage, luxury body
mask

[29.11. - 22.12.2012] &
[10.03. - 30.04.2013] 3 days

[06.01. - 26.01.2013]
4 days

5 days

Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 550
€ 590
€ 610
€ 650
€ 690

€ 662
€ 712
€ 737
€ 787
€ 837

€ 404
€ 434
€ 449
€ 479
€ 509

• 	Spa manicure with peeling, pack and relaxing
massage
• 	Body treatment "Water" from Ella Baché with
peeling, bath, "four elements" massage,
luxury body mask

Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

3 days 4 days
€ 416
€ 446
€ 461
€ 491
€ 521

€ 566
€ 606
€ 626
€ 666
€ 706

5 days
€ 682
€ 732
€ 757
€ 807
€ 857

[26.01. - 10.03.2013]

3 days

4 days

5 days

Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 437
€ 467
€ 482
€ 512
€ 542

€ 594
€ 634
€ 654
€ 694
€ 734

€ 717
€ 767
€ 792
€ 842
€ 892
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[Kristall spa weeks for ladies and
gentlemen]
[29.11.2012 – 30.04.2013]
Spoil yourself. Recharge your batteries. Look better.
And simply unwind and relax.
Those are spa days spent in the Kristall!
• 	7 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• 	¾ luxury board with all the benefits

[For ladies]

• 	Facial treatment, matched to the needs of your
skin
• Special eye treatment for shining eyes
• 	Body treatment "Fire – Melting moments" from
Ella Baché incl. special massage & two individual
body masks
• Dream bath with underwater massage
• 2 partial body massages (25 minutes each)

[For gentlemen]

• Gentlemen's facial including facial car advice
• Deluxe full-body peeling with sea salt and oil mixture
• Dream bath with underwater massage
• 	"Hot stone" energy massage with warm
lava stones
• Full-body massage lasting 50 minutes

[29.11. - 22.12.2012] &
[10.03. - 30.04.2013]
Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

7 days
€ 823
€ 893
€ 927
€ 997
€ 1,067

[06.01. - 26.01.2013]
Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

7 days
€ 850
€ 920
€ 955
€ 1,025
€ 1,115

[26.01. - 10.03.2013]
Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

7 days
€ 899
€ 969
€ 1,004
€ 1,074
€ 1,144
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[Time for two]

A perfect holiday for two – that can also be with
your best friend or as mother and daughter:

[Girls getaway days]
[29.11.2012 - 30.04.2013]
Fantastically feminine spa relaxation time! For
talking, laughing and spoiling yourselves, from head
to toe …
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• Glass of sparkling wine as welcome
• Use of the luxurious 1,800 m² spa oasis
•	Honey and mare's milk bath for silky smooth skin
• Partial body massage with aromatic oil
• Classic manicure
			

2 days 3 days

4 days

Kristall luxury double
Romantic suite
Alpin de Luxe suite
Kristall de Luxe suite
Achensee suite

€ 251
€ 271
€ 281
€ 301
€ 321

€ 332
€ 362
€ 377
€ 407
€ 437

€ 418
€ 458
€ 478
€ 518
€ 558

l
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[Celebration of love]
Are you planning to get married in 2012/2013 or
have you just said "Yes, I do"?
Our wedding present to you: Please let us now your
wedding date in 2012 or 2013 – and we will give
you an upgrade on your chosen room category!
Incidentally, this “Honeymoon package" is also valid
for those who are celebrating their 5th, 10th, 15th,
20th … anniversary!

[Wellness

[Time for two – soon to be three …]
[29.11.2012 - 30.04.2013]
Spa relaxation during pregnancy: Before your baby
is born, you want to spend time together as a
couple. Time where just the two of you can enjoy
spa relaxation, time that will do both you and
your expected new arrival the power of good. Our
experienced Kristall spa team knows what treatments
are best suited for expectant mothers (and fathers)!
• 7 days accommodation in your chosen
room category
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
• Classic pedicure
• 1 partial body massage
• Pregnancy tea as wished
4 days		
6 days 		

from € 380
from € 570

m2 ]

uf 1000

& Spa a

[Kristall spa voucher]
Delight your friends and family with a Kristall
spa voucher – for their birthday, anniversary,
Christmas, or any special occasion:
Give someone time to relax!
Please ask us about an individual spa voucher
based on your wishes.
Your booking hotline: +43(0)5243/5490

Additionally bookable spa package for expectant
mothers at special-offer price:
Paraffin hand bath (25 min)
Classic pedicure (40 min)
Facial massage (20 min) Instead of € 90, only € 60
Extended package:
Above treatments additionally with neck and head
massage (20 min) for him Instead of € 118, only € 80

[Couple time]
[29.11.2012 - 30.04.2013]
Enjoy a few romantic feel-good days with us here
in the Kristall. Unforgettable hours spent together
as a couple will ensure you have a perfect, relaxing
holiday.
• 	3 or 4 days accommodation in your chosen room
category
• ¾ luxury board with all the benefits
•	Romeo & Juliet – the spa treatment for lovers in
the 21st century
				

2 days 3 days

Kristall luxury double room
Romantic suite 		
Alpin de Luxe suite		
Kristall de Luxe suite 		
Achensee suite 		

€ 277
€ 297
€ 307
€ 327
€ 347

€ 366
€ 396
€ 411
€ 441
€ 471
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[Winter highlights in the Kristall spa]
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Let your inner beauty shine through: allow yourself
some time to indulge your body and soul. And
discover the oasis of beauty within …
In our new Wellness Alm, we have created an even
larger beauty treatment area where you can simply
spoil yourself.

A comprehensive natural spa programme for body
treatments and problem zone wraps.

Assisted by the sensitive, competent hands of our
spa team, every treatment on its own will seem like
a short holiday. The beauty programme is naturally
matched specifically to your needs and wishes using
the best-quality care products!

Popular decorative cosmetics in the current fashion
colours: the top-quality make-up collection for a
tasteful and attractive look

In the Kristall, there is time for both body and soul.
Just for yourself. For her and him. Or for both of
you.

A high-quality, exclusive product range with the best
ingredients from the Austrian Alps based on mare's
and goat's milk. Outstanding care for sensitive and
demanding skin.

[Enjoy the cosmetic treatments with the
following product ranges]

The holistic cosmetic range – for ladies and
gentlemen. Effective rituals for the face and body
immediately revitalise and refresh your skin.
Individual solutions for your specific needs and the
competence of our beauty therapists guarantee a
perfect treatment result and pure relaxation.

[A little taste of Kristall beauty …]
The following is just a small selection of the
available spa treatments. You can find out more on
our website or by calling us, gladly also before your
beauty time in the Kristall!

[Our tip:
spa relaxation & beauty guaranteed]
Reserve your spa appointments when you book
your room!
This ensures that we can ideally take into account
your wishes – and you can already start looking
forward to your treatment.
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[Massages]

[Massages that touch your body
and soul]
Give yourself up to the sensitive hands of our
friendly therapists and enjoy a feeling of complete
relaxation.
A short holiday for body, spirit and soul:

[Classic full-body massage]
Beneficial for the whole body. As a general rule here,
the more often you have a massage on successive
days, the more lasting the effect in relieving muscle
tenseness.
50 minutes				
€ 50

[Partial-body massage]
A gentle back massage calms and carefully stretches
tense muscles.
25 minutes				
€ 28

[Hot Stone massage]
Warm lava stones are places on the energy centres
of the body. This means that a deeper massage
can be started without first having to knead the
muscles warm. The body's energy centres open up –
releasing your inner energy!
90 minutes			
€ 81

[Shiatsu]
A sensitive treatment developed in Japan:
Wearing comfortable clothing, you experience a
relaxing massage that activates your natural selfhealing forces and releases any blockages in the
flow of your inner energies. (advance booking
recommended)
50 minutes				
€ 75

[Aromatic oil massage]
The classic massage, performed with warm, very
effective aromatic oils guarantees a uniquely uplifting
feeling of well-being from your head to your toes.
Choose your favourite oil at the start of the treatment!
50 minutes 				
€ 55
25 minutes 				
€ 30

[Herbal stamp massage]
The body is massaged with an attractively perfumed
and nourishing oil mixture and then treated with hot
herbal stamps. The herbs contained in the stamps
have a detoxifying and tissue-firming effect. The
pleasant deep heat ensures long-lasting relaxation.
90 minutes 				
€ 89

[Lymphatic drainage]
A relaxing stroking massage that relieves swelling. It
gently detoxifies the entire body.
50 minutes 				
€ 55

[Anti-stress massage]
Performed with a very flat hand, this massage
creates a feeling of well-being, harmony and calm.
50 minutes 			
€ 55

[Foot reflex zone massage]
Harmonises the energy system and creates inner
balance.
50 minutes 			
€ 55

[Sport massage]
Targeted relief from both smaller and larger complaints.
25 minutes			
€ 30

If you would like to have your partner with you during your massage, we invite him to join you!
Enjoy your massage – and then relax together on the cosy water bed.
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[Bathing pleasure in the Thalasso tub]
You should make sure that you do not miss out on
this treatment during your holiday. The high-tech tub
pumps pure oxygen into the bath water and offers
up to eleven health-promoting underwater massages.
Minor complaints such as slight tension and muscle
stiffness are gently relieved. The pleasant detox effect
provides a targeted remedy for constipation during
your holiday.
40-minute bath incl. short rest time 			
€ 32

[Shale oil bath]
The popular classic spa treatment from the
Achensee (Tyrol), for this is where the valuable oil
is extracted. Shale oil is beneficial after all physical
activity and has a re-mineralising and refreshing
effect.

[Lavender oil bath]
Promotes circulation and calms nerves. Smells
wonderful and is a pure pleasure.

[Orange blossom bath]
The gently stimulating beauty bath for a sunny
disposition, cares for and feeds the skin! An
extremely popular bath, also with men.

[Algae bath]
This stimulating bath with sea salt and algae has a
detox and re-mineralising effect. A maritime source
of energy with vital ingredients from the ocean.

[Rose blossom bath]
The elegant fragrance of rose blossom and calming
ingredients pamper the body and soul.
Harmonising and mood-enhancing effect!

[Baths & more]
For even more relaxation time: Combine the bath
experience with a feel-good treatment or massage
…

[Baths & more]

60 min. with full-body peeling & bath
		 € 57
90 min. with peeling, bath & partial massage € 79
… or treat yourself to a bath for two in the new,
spacious private spa suite in our Wellness Alm!

[Floating in the salt grotto]
In our new stone grotto, experience weightless
floating in a pool filled with salt water. This spa
highlight is a perfect way of finding inner calm and
deep relaxation.
45 min.
			

1 person							 € 29
2 persons							 € 55

[Body packs in the soft pack bed]

[A heavenly time-out for ladies & gentlemen]

Float and relax in a water bed that is at exactly
the right temperature while wrapped up snugly
and without coming into contact with the water.
Wrapped in a soft fabric, the open body cells can
ideally absorb the previously applied essences.

All treatments 45 minutes						 € 41
For each treatment, you can freely choose your
favourite aromatic oil:
• Tyrolean hay salt pack
• Rose blossom
• Orange blossom
• Mountain pine
• Chocoloco
• Buttermilk

You can decide on the aroma
that you think will benefit you
most just before the treatment.
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[Ella Baché body treatments]
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[Well-being with the 4 elements]
Holistic body treatments as a source of balance and
harmony This wonderful, innovative concept uses the
forces of the four elements earth, water, fire and air
and allows the energy to flow in the body again.
Special massages and treatments restore inner
balance and create a deep-seated feeling of wellbeing. The rituals can be gladly individually adapted
to your needs and mood.

[Earth, water, fire, air] – the
journey to the origin
[Rejuvenating and renewing ritual, firming special
massage & body mask]
This ritual takes you on a sensual journey with the
forces of the four elements. Rich, highly nourishing
and regenerating ingredients combine everything the
skin needs to combat the effects of time. Precious
ingredients and perfume essences such as myrrh
and frankincense add a touch of luxury. An exclusive
ceremony for the senses that rejuvenates the skin,
leaving it smooth and radiant.
120 min.

1 person
2 persons

€ 142
€ 241

[Water]
Encounter with the sea

[Air]
A relaxing intermezzo

[Holistic detoxifying and revitalising treatment,
Thalasso peeling, bath, four elements massage,
luxury body massage]

[Refreshing, revitalising ritual for light legs]
No matter whether suffering from inadequate
circulation or over-exertion, this ritual has a superbly
refreshing and revitalising effect for tired, heavy
legs. It is based on the element air and produces a
wonderful lightness in the legs thanks to the cooling
effect of peppermint, aniseed and menthol. The
legs are drained, detoxified and firmed. The fat
metabolism is stimulated. A revitalising ritual for
toned and clear contours.

This ritual ensures vitality and well-being. Algae
have a detoxifying and dehydrating effect and
stimulate the body's metabolism. Maritime extracts
nourish and firm the skin with valuable vitamins and
trace elements. A feel-good treatment that activates
skin regeneration and revitalises the whole body.
150 min.

1 person		 € 170
2 persons		 € 280

45 min.

1 person		 € 58
2 persons		 € 98

[Earth]
Ancient power of the earth

[Fire]
Melting element

[Nourishing & relaxing ritual with luxury peeling, body
pack and four elements massage]

[Detoxifying ritual with firming special massage,
warming body pack, followed by a cooling pack]

This ritual puts you back in touch with the forces of
the earth: the body is enveloped in calming warmth
and the sensual perfumes of the orient. Dead skin
cells are removed gently. The honey almond body
balsam regenerates and nourishes the skin. The four
elements massage relieves tension and allows you
to restore your inner calm and energy. An exclusive
ritual for soft and radiant skin – and inner balance.

Here you can simply relax and allow excess deposits
to just melt away. The firming gel with spice extracts,
a warming cocoa mask and a cooling peppermint
and aniseed body mask detoxify and firm the
skin. The perfect treatment to refine contours and
eliminate excess deposits.

120 min.

1 person		 € 130
2 persons		 € 221

100 min.

1 person		 € 130
2 persons		 € 221
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[Ella Baché facial treatments]
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[Effective & relaxing]
Ella Baché facial treatments allow you to enjoy
tailor-made solutions that are perfectly matched to
the individual needs of all skin types. In addition to
the chosen treatment, the inclusive face, shoulder
and décolleté massage developed especially by Ella
Baché guarantees perfect relaxation ...
[After your facial treatment, we will gladly apply light
make-up at no extra cost]

[Freshness cocktail]
Refreshing treatment for all skin types
Do you want to quickly spoil yourself and simply
look better afterwards? This treatment provides
the skin with a fresh and radiant glow. A vitamin
cocktail based on the legendary Ella Baché products
relaxes the skin deep-down and visibly revitalises its
appearance.
60 minutes					 € 69

[Against wrinkles & co.]
Anti-ageing treatment
Would you like smoother, rejuvenated skin? This
treatment effectively and visibly reduces wrinkles. The
results are impressive: facial contours are refined,
wrinkles smoothed and the skin immediately appears
fresh and rejuvenated.

[Pure moisture]

90 minutes					 € 89

Treatment for dehydrated and dry skin
Dry, taut skin is in need of relaxation. This treatment
is ideal for all skin types where moisture is lacking. It
hydrates and recharges the skin and ensures a soft,
tender and silky smooth skin feeling. An intensive
moisture bath leaves your skin elastic. You feel better
and look absolutely radiant.

[Pure cleansing]

90 minutes					 € 79
Would you like an ultrasound skin treatment during
your cosmetic appointment? We have a specially
trained expert in this therapy!
10 minutes					 € 18

Treatment for mixed and greasy skin
Clarifies the skin to produce a matt complexion: Dead
skin cells are gently removed and the complexion is
effectively refined by the absorbent mask. A further
increase in bacteria is prevented and inflammations
are quickly reduced. Your skin immediately looks
fresher with a slightly matt complexion.
90 minutes					 € 75

[Espresso]

Special treatment for men from Ella Baché
A unique intensive concentrate and a revitalising
treatment with green coffee result in visible success:
this treatment immediately re-energises and tones
male skin to provide it with a lasting glow. Matched
exactly to the needs of your skin and accompanied
by a relaxing 4-zone massage – a wonderful way
to recharge your batteries and leave you looking
refreshed and reinvigorated!
75 minutes, incl. skin care advice				 € 72

[Bright eyes]
Special eye treatment
Intensive treatment for shining eyes that uses gentle
massage to ensure deep relaxation. The eye mask
effectively helps to reduce wrinkles, swelling and dark
rings. This treatment can be integrated only as part of
a facial treatment.
30 minutes					 € 25
3 x 30 minutes intensive eye treatment		 € 69
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[Romeo & Juliet] – the spa treatment for lovers in the 21st century
Experience this exclusive ritual together in the new, spacious private spa suite: The Romeo & Juliet product range
recharges your skin with moisture and pampers it with ingredients including pearl extracts and gold particles.
• Relax with a cleansing luxury peeling with genuine diamond dust and gold particles.
• The following cream and gold bath is pure indulgence
• After this, you can enjoy romantic rest time on the water bed together completely undisturbed. Your glass of 		
sparkling wine is already waiting chilled for you.
• After your rest time together, you are further spoiled with a back massage.
•	The final body pack consisting of luxurious and nourishing body cream has a suitably male perfume for
the gentleman and a gentle perfume for the lady with fine gold particles: these particles produce a radiant,
shimmering effect on the skin ...
(this product can also be purchased as a perfect souvenir to remind you of these relaxing moments at home!)
120 min. of indulgent luxury for 2 persons

€ 199

[Girls getaway]
An ideal way of spending time together in relaxed
surroundings – for talking, indulging yourselves and
enjoying a glass of sparkling prosecco. For mother
& daughter and best girlfriends:
•	Full-body cream peeling and soft luffa particles
for velvety soft skin.
•	Pleasantly perfumed aromatic oil bath in the
double bathtub – perfect for relaxing together:
	Choose your favourite aroma – we will add it to
your heavenly shimmering gold bath!
•	One glass of prosecco each to toast your feelgood time
•	Relaxing body massage
•	Tenderly melting body pack with fine shimmering
gold particles, with sensual mango-coconut
perfume if desired
120 min. of perfect relaxation for 2 persons € 199
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[Packages for ladies & gentlemen]

[I like myself] – for ladies & men
Take some time out, some feel-good time just for
yourself.
And indulge yourself with everything that makes you
feel better in relaxing surroundings …
Can also be booked divided over two days!
• Solarium (enjoy this before the treatments!)
• 	Luxury facial treatment, matched to the needs of
your skin
• 	Cleansing full-body peeling
• 	"Chocoloco" – the luxury body pack for the lady in
the soft pack bed or
• 	Orange pack for the gentleman in the soft pack
bed
• Aromatic oil massage with warm luxury oils

Special price, instead of

€ 191 only € 169

[Small, but perfect] – for ladies

[Quick and painless] – for men

The relaxation package that allows you to unwind
quickly

The fast feel-good package and a fantastic one and
a half hours of relaxation …

• 	Luxury facial treatment, matched to the needs of
your skin
• 	Day make-up with exclusive make-up advice
• 	Spa manicure with peeling, pack and relaxing
massage

• 	Facial treatment, matched to the needs of your
skin and with skin care advice
• Wonderfully relaxing head massage
• 	Spa manicure for well-groomed, soft male hands

Around 2.5 feel-good hours only

Special price only 			

€ 134

€ 89
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[Winter price list 2012/13]
If you book from Sunday to Thursday, you
benefit from the 7-day prices!

A

B

C

D

E

26.12.12 - 02.01.13

17.12.12 - 26.12.12
02.01.13 - 06.01.13

26.01.13 - 10.03.13

06.01.13 - 26.01.13

29.11.12 - 17.12.12

Prices per person & day including ¾ luxury board
[Kristall luxury double room]
22 m², with bath or shower,
WC, cosmetic mirror, hair
dryer, satellite TV, radio,
telephone, with balcony.
[NEW! Romantic suite]
approx. 29 m², with starry
sky! Stylish atmosphere with
bath or shower, WC, cosmetic
mirror, hair dryer, satellite TV,
radio, telephone, tiled stove,
seating corner, with balcony.
[Alpin de Luxe suite]
approx. 32 m², with shower,
WC, cosmetic mirror, hair
dryer, satellite TV, radio,
telephone, seating corner, with
balcony.
[Kristall de Luxe suite]
approx. 35 m², spacious and
bright, with bath or shower,
WC, cosmetic mirror, hair
dryer, satellite TV, radio,
telephone, seating corner, with
sunshine balcony.
[Achensee suite]
approx. 42 m², generous
bedroom and living area,
separate bath and WC, with
cosmetic mirror,
hair dryer, satellite TV, radio,
telephone, tiled stove, with
balcony.

1-3 days

€

155

4-6 days

€

152

7 days

€

140

1-3 days

€

165

4-6 days

€

162

7 days

€

150

1-3 days

€

170

4-6 days

€

167

7 days

€

155

1-3 days

€

180

4-6 days

€

177

7 days

€

165

1-3 days

€

190

4-6 days

€

187

7 days

€

175

1-3 days

€

110

4-6 days

€

107

7 days

€

100

1-3 days

€

120

4-6 days

€

117

7 days

€

110

1-3 days

€

125

4-6 days

€

122

7 days

€

115

1-3 days

€

135

4-6 days

€

132

7 days

€

125

1-3 days

€

145

4-6 days

€

142

7 days

€

135

1-3 days

€

105

4-6 days

€

102

7 days

€

95

1-3 days

€

115

4-6 days

€

112

7 days

€

105

1-3 days

€

120

4-6 days

€

117

7 days

€

110

1-3 days

€

130

4-6 days

€

127

7 days

€

120

1-3 days

€

140

4-6 days

€

137

7 days

€

130

1-3 days

€

98

4-6 days

€

95

7 days

€

88

1-3 days

€

108

4-6 days

€

105

7 days

€

98

1-3 days

€

113

4-6 days

€

110

7 days

€

103

1-3 days

€

123

4-6 days

€

120

7 days

€

113

1-3 days

€

133

4-6 days

€

130

7 days

€

123

1-3 days

€

94

4-6 days

€

91

7 days

€

84

1-3 days

€

104

4-6 days

€

101

7 days

€

94

1-3 days

€

109

4-6 days

€

106

7 days

€

99

1-3 days

€

119

4-6 days

€

116

7 days

€

109

1-3 days

€

129

4-6 days

€

126

7 days

€

119
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[Summer price list 2013]
[Friends for friends]

F

G

H

07.07.13 - 15.09.13

12.05.13 - 07.07.13
15.09.13 - 06.10.13

14.04.13 - 12.05.13
06.10.13 - 03.11.13

1-3 days

€

105

4-6 days

€

102

7 days

€

95

1-3 days

€

115

4-6 days

€

112

7 days

€

105

1-3 days

€

120

4-6 days

€

117

7 days

€

110

1-3 days

€

130

4-6 days

€

127

7 days

€

120

1-3 days

€

140

4-6 days

€

137

7 days

€

130

1-3 days

€

98

4-6 days

€

95

7 days

€

88

1-3 days

€

108

4-6 days

€

105

7 days

€

98

1-3 days

€

113

4-6 days

€

110

7 days

€

103

1-3 days

€

123

4-6 days

€

120

7 days

€

113

1-3 days

€

133

4-6 days

€

130

7 days

€

123

1-3 days

€

94

Your recommendation to others is very valuable for us! If you
send your friends on holiday to us, both you and the new
guests will receive a spa voucher worth € 25 when they make
their first booking.

4-6 days

€

91

7 days

€

84

1-3 days

€

104

4-6 days

€

101

[Regular guest discount]
Your loyalty to us is rewarded!
Already from your second stay at the Kristall, you receive a
1% discount for each stay. This means, for example, that you
receive a 3% discount for your 4th stay. (Maximum 15%.
Cannot be combined with other offers and discounts.)

7 days

€

94

1-3 days

€

109

4-6 days

€

106

7 days

€

99

1-3 days

€

119

4-6 days

€

116

[Child reduction]
Your child stays in the Kristall free of charge up to its 4th
birthday!
From 4th to 6th birthday
€ 39
From 6th to 12th birthday
€ 49
From 12th to 14th birthday
€ 69
All prices apply per day and child subject to 2 persons paying
full rate in the parents' room or suite
Family room with connecting door to children's room on
request – in this case, children up to 12 years old receive a
discount of 30%.

7 days

€

109

1-3 days

€

129

4-6 days

€

126

7 days

€

119

[Surcharges]
Easter surcharge: 28.03. - 02.04.2013 € 10 per person/day
Dog surcharge: € 11 per day
The room diagrams are schematic – slight deviations are possible.
Spa tax € 1.50 per person/day, children up to 14 years old are
exempt from the tax.

[the perfect wellness & spa holiday]
TopHotel

[Nürnberg]
[Stuttgart]

[München 92 km]

[Holzkirchen]
Mautfrei!

[Inntaldreieck]
[Rosenheim]
[Tegernsee]
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[Pertisau]

[Arlberg]
[Schweiz]

[Salzburg]

[Maurach]

[Kufstein]

[Innsbruck 50 km]

[Autobahnausfahrt ]
[Achensee/Wiesing]
[Brenner] [Zillertal]
[Italien]
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